Introduction
The sequencing of the human genome has provided pharmacologists with unprecedented opportunities for the development of new drugs and for an enhanced understanding of the mechanisms of action of existing drugs. The success of this endeavour requires that genomic sequences be accurately annotated with in-depth pharmacological information. Working on behalf of the International Union of Basic and Clinical Pharmacology (IUPHAR) we have developed an online database to address this issue.
The Database
The database contains information on ~370 nonsensory G Protein-Coupled Receptors (GPCRs), 141 voltage-gated ion channel and 71 ligand-gated ion channel subunits. These are further subdivided into families, with each family having an introductory article reviewing the receptor properties and nomenclature. Each receptor has a dedicated page that contains pharmacological, chemical, genetic, functional and anatomical information, together with "bespoke" data specific to individual classes of drug targets (e.g. the conductances of ion channels) ( Figure 2 ). Only data from studies on human, mouse and rat receptors are included and referenced with links to the primary literature in PubMed. Links to other databases such as OMIM, GeneCards, Entez Gene, HGNC, RGD, MGI, RefSeq and PubChem are included.
Users may also access data pages summarising information about unique ligand molecules described in IUPHAR-DB, including synonyms and tables of binding affinity data at all relevant receptors (Figure 1) . 
The Curation Process
NC-IUPHAR coordinates a network of >60 expert subcommittees who are responsible for compiling data from primary literature on individual receptor families. Curators check the submitted data for accuracy and consistency, adding further annotation where necessary (Figure 3 ). Curators use custom-built submission tools to enter information into the development database. All data submitted to IUPHAR-DB are peer reviewed by external experts or members of NC-IUPHAR before publication. 
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